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The surrender of the great Apache leader
Geronimo to U.S Army Lieutenant Charles
B. Gatewood in August of 1886 brought to
an end a struggle that had begun in the
early years of the century, and had figured
prominently in the western campaign of the
Civil War.
The words addressed by
Gatewood to Geronimo as they met along
the banks of Mexicos Bavispe River
echoed those spoken in many such a
meeting between victorious American
commander and vanquished Native
American. Accept these terms or fight it
out to the bitter end, said Gatewood. The
terms were forced relocation to Florida and
the ceding of the ancestral homeland of the
Apaches to white settlers; the bitter end
was, quite simply, annihilation.
In The
Geronimo Campaign, Odie B. Faulk, a
leading historian of the American
Southwest, offers a lively and often
chilling account of the war that raged over
the deserts and mountains of Arizona, New
Mexico, and northern Mexico in the mid
1880s, and traces its legacy well past the
ultimatum delivered to Geronimo on
August 25, 1886. Faulk is especially
concerned with the campaigns wider
historical setting and significance, and with
the sad record of betrayal of the Native
American by the U.S. Government.
In a
very real sense, it is the stuff of Greek
tragedy. Here among the mesas of the
Southwest was inevitable conflict and
inevitable defeat, with both sides losing
and yet surviving their loss. The Apaches
were forced to endure years of captivity
and humiliation, and--like the Sioux,
Comanche, and Nez Perce before them--the
obliteration of their traditional way of life.
The Army, seemingly the winner, was torn
by conflicting claims of glory by its
hubristic leaders. And Americans lost
much that Apache culture might have
contributed to their country, as well as
more than a measure of American
self-respect.
Few emerge from Faulks
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riveting account with their dignity and
stature intact: only the titanic figure of
Geronimo, and to a lesser extent the two
men he knew and trusted among his
opponents, Gatewood and General George
Crook, retain a semblance of honor. Faulk
shows that neither side wanted war, that
both sides believed in the righteousness of
their cause, and that the real instigators of
the conflict were rapacious American
settlers--the
Tucson
Ring
of
merchants--who sold grain, hay, and other
provisions to the troops as well as to those
living on the Indian reservations. Faulks
realistic and colorful narrative highlights
many of the campaigns ironies as well as
its dangers and vicissitudes. In addition, it
vividly recreates life in an Army command
post on the western frontier, offers an
exceptionally clear and sympathetic life
history of Geronimo, and sheds new light
on the conflict through many hitherto
unknown documents originally collected
by Gatewoods son. Also included is a brief
history of the Apache people, a full
bibliography and notes, and many vintage
photographs which lend a rare immediacy
to this tragic story.
The Geronimo
Campaign ends with the great chief
hundreds of miles away from his ancestral
home, Crook relieved of his command, and
Gatewood largely forgotten in the honors
and awards bestowed by the Army in
recognition of Geronimos capitulation. A
true American saga, this is a book for
anyone who wishes to understand the roots
of, and the reasons for, the tragic Indian
Wars of the nineteenth century, a tragedy
whose repercussions are still felt today.
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: The Geronimo Campaign (1908) eBook: H. W. Daly On August 25 1886, the Apache chief, Geronimo, surrendered
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to the US army, ending a long and bloody struggle. This book draws on fresh evidence to examine The Geronimo
Campaign (ebook) Adobe ePub, Odie B From 18 Geronimo joined with members of three other Chiricahua Apache
bandsthe Tchihende, the Tsokanende and the Nednhito carry out numerous raids as well as resistance to US and
Mexican military campaigns in the northern Mexico states of Chihuahua and Sonora, and in the southwestern American
territories of Geronimo Campaign - Oxford Scholarship The Geronimo Campaign by Odie B. Faulk and a great
selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at . a chiricahua apaches account of the
geronimo campaign of - jstor This is the true first-hand account of the U.S. Armys 1886 campaign to capture
Geronimo and his band, as told by a first-hand witness of the events, H.W. Daly Lieutenant Faisons Account of the
Geronimo Campaign - Highstead hands of Mexican militia, the surrender conference between Geronimo and The
unorthodox tactics and physical demands of the Geronimo Campaign are Geronimo - Native American History Geronimos War Geronimo Campaign Battle of Devils Creek Johnson County War. For the American photographer
and writer, see Charles Gatewood. First Lieutenant Charles Bare Gatewood (April 5, 1853 May 20, 1896) was an
American The Geronimo Campaign - Google Books Result : The Geronimo Campaign eBook: Odie B. Faulk The
surrender of the great Apache leader Geronimo to U.S Army Lieutenant Charles B. Gatewood in August of 1886
brought to an end a struggle that had begun : The Geronimo Campaign (9780195083514): Odie B Faulk is especially
concerned with the campaigns wider historical setting and significance, and with the sad record of betrayal of the Native
American by the U.S. none The Geronimo Campaign - Odie B. Faulk - Oxford University Press The Geronimo
Campaign Ebook. The surrender of the great Apache leader Geronimo to U.S Army Lieutenant Charles B. Gatewood in
August of 1886 brought to Charles B. Gatewood - Wikipedia Introduction. The Sky Islands region of southeastern
Arizona and northeastern Sonora consists of forty wooded mountain ranges scattered in a sea of desert NEW The
Geronimo Campaign by Odie B. Faulk 9780195083514 Read the full-text online edition of The Geronimo Campaign
(1993). THE GERONIMO CAMPAIGN by Odie B Faulk Kirkus Reviews The surrender of the great Apache leader
Geronimo to U.S Army Lieutenant Charles B. Gatewood in August of 1886 brought to an end a struggle that had begun
The Geronimo campaign [electronic resource] in SearchWorks The Apache Wars were a series of armed conflicts
between the United States Army and various Apache nations fought in the southwest between 18 Lieutenant Faisons
Account of the Geronimo Campaign : The Geronimo Campaign (9780195005448) by Faulk, Odie B. and a great
selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now The Geronimo Campaign by Odie B. Faulk
Reviews, Discussion The Geronimo Campaign. The pursuit of the Nez Perce involved a concerted military operation
focused on a small band of fugitives. Down in the Mexican border The Geronimo Campaign by Odie B. Faulk, 1993
Online Research The Geronimo Campaign: Odie B. Faulk: 9780195083514: Books ACCOUNT OF THE
GERONIMO. CAMPAIGN OF 1886 by. Samuel E. Kenoi recorded by Morris E. Opler. I on was the born war-path. in
1875. That I remember Lieutenant Faison???s Account of the Geronimo Campaign conference between Geronimo
and General Crook at Canon de The unorthodox tactics and physical demands of the Geronimo Campaign are perhaps
best. Lieutenant Faisons Account of the Geronimo Campaign - Highstead GERONIMOS. FINAL. SURRENDER.
These people [the Apaches were anxious to give themselves up, but, of course, upon the best possible terms. Geronimo
- Wikipedia The surrender of the great Apache leader Geronimo to U.S Army Lieutenant Charles B. Gatewood in
August of 1886 brought to an end a struggle that had begun in the early years of the century, and had figured
prominently in the western campaign of the Civil War. The Geronimo Campaign by Odie B Faulk - AbeBooks
Lieutenant Faisons Account of the Geronimo Campaign. Edward K. Faison. Journal of the Southwest, Volume 54,
Number 3, Autumn 2012, pp. 521-544. (Article). Editorial Reviews. Review. The author has used much new material
collected by the son of Lt. The Geronimo Campaign - Kindle edition by Odie B. Faulk. Lieutenant Faisons Account of
the Geronimo Campaign - jstor In The Geronimo Campaign, Odie B. Faulk, a leading historian of the American
Southwest, offers a lively and often chilling account of the war Images for The Geronimo Campaign This carefully
researched book by a professor of history at Oklahoma State University tells the bitter story of the Arizona: Apaches,
robbed Systematically by the 9780195005448: The Geronimo Campaign - AbeBooks - Faulk Opler, Morris Kenoi,
Sam . A Chiricahua Apache`s Account of the Geronimo Campaign of 1886. Electronic Text Center, University of
Virginia Library
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